








A seriesof periodicorbitsin theEarth-Mooncircularrestrictedproblemof threebodieshas
beenfoundwhichis ideallysuitedfor exploringtheEarth'sgeomagnetictail. Themeanapsidal
motionof thebasichighlyellipticalEarthorbit ismaintainedat aboutonedegreeperdayby a
sequenceof lunarswingbys,keepingtheapogeesin theanti-Sundirection. Hence,theorbitsare
periodicin referenceframesrotatingat both lunarandsolarrates.Apogeedistancesarealternately
raisedandloweredby thelunarswingbymaneuvers.Severalcategoriesof these"Sun-synchronous"
doublelunarswingbyorbits are identified. The strength and flexibility of this new trajectory
concept is demonstrated with real-world simulations. A large variety of trajectory shapes can be
used to explore the Earth's geomagnetic tail between 60 and 250 R E . Some of these orbits will be
shown in a movie. NASA plans to use this technique during its proposed four-spacecraft program
called Origins of Plasmas in the Earth's Neighborhood (OPEN). More details can be found in AIAA
Paper 80-0112, "A New Trajectory Concept for Exploring the Earth's Geomagnetic Tail."
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The following plots are a representative sample of the many existing
types of these doubly-periodic orbits. The gravity model employed consisted
of the Earth and Moon point masses, and the Moon's orbit was assumed to be
circular. A patched-conic method was used for orbit computations. All
trajectories are in the moon's orbital plane, and a projection of the Sun-
Earth line is shown as a fixed reference. A classification scheme is used
whereby each periodic orbit is specified by four numbers, [A, B, C, D],
whe re:
"A" is the approximate number of months between lunar swingbys in
the inner segment.
"B" is the number of complete circuits (apogees) in the inner segment.
"C" is the approximate number of months between lunar swingbys in
the outer segment.
"D" is the number of complete circuits (perigees) in the outer segment.
"D" equals zero with most orbits applicable to magnetospheric studies, so
these are specified by only three numbers, [A, B, C]. For "D" larger than
zero, the orbits become butterfly shaped, with the spacecraft spending most
of its time far from the anti-Sun line outside the geomagnetic tail. For
"C" greater than 3 and "D" equals zero, the outer loop extends well beyond
the Sun-Earth L2 libration point, where strong solar perturbations make the
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